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Abstract: A random process Z( · ) defined on point support has quite different 
characteristics to those of aggregations of Z( · ). For example, Z(�) has larger 
variance than Z(B) = I 

B 
Z(1J)d1J/ J 

B 
d1J, where � is a point chosen at random 

within the block B; B is often referred to as the support of Z(B). Suppose that a 
resource Z( · ) is sampled, yielding data � = (Z(�1), ... ,Z(�n))'. However, the 
resource is extracted in blocks B1, ... ,BN. Let B denote a generic block and 
suppose that it is desired to predict g(Z(B)) based on the data �. The conditional 
expectation, E{g(Z(B))I�}, minimizes the mean-squared prediction error, but it is 
impossible to estimate it without making over-utopian parametric assumptions. 
Current approaches to the problem require knowledge of "block-to-block" and 
"block-to-sample" parameters that cannot be estimated from the data. This 
paper proposes alternatively to make the kriging predictor more variable; the 
result is an optimal predictor for g(Z(B)) that is unbiased for a Gaussian process 
and approximately unbiased for a non-Gaussian process and sufficiently smooth g. 

1. Introduction 
Let {Z(�): �ED} denote a random field (or random process) defined on the 

d-dimensional domain D(d = 1,2, ... ). When convenient, also denote it as Z( · ) . A 
finite number of observations 

of Z( · ), are taken at locations {§1 , ... ,�n} C D. The data � are used to predict 
some known functional h(Z( · )) of the random field. For point prediction, 

h(Z( · )) = Z(§o) , 
and for block prediction, 

h(Z( . )) = Z(B) = I 
B 

Z(1J)d1J/IBI ' 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where IBI is the volume of the block B. Throughout this article, h is real-valued; 
some discussion of vector-valued h is given in Cressie (1991, sec. 3.4.5). 
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To simplify the initial presentation, assume that Z(�o) is to be predicted. 
Denote L(Z(�0), p(�; �0)) as the loss incurred when Z(�0) is predicted with 
p(�; �0). An optimal predictor p0 is one that minimizes the so-called Bayes risk 
E{L(Z(�0), p(�; �0))} with respect to p. From Bayesian decision theory (e.g., 
DeGroot, 1970), p0 minimizes the posterior expected loss, 

with respect to p. Thus, an optimal predictor of unobserved parts of Z( · ) is 
obtained conditionally on the observed part �. 

In many prediction problems, squared-error loss, 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

is used. In this case, the Bayes risk is simply the mean-squared prediction error 
(mspe) of p, namely, 

(1.6) 

Now, the posterior expected loss is 

and hence (1.4) is minimized by the optimal predictor 

(1.8) 

For squared-error loss, the minimized posterior expected loss is, from (1. 7), 
var(Z(�o)l�) and the minimized mspe is 

a2(�0; p0) = var(Z(�0)) - var(p0(�; �0)) . 

It should be noted that, as the variance of the optimal predictor increases, 
a2(�0; p0) decreases. Intuitively, when �O is in a region where there are few data, 
the optimal predictor has to do a lot of smoothing, which results in small vari
ability and hence large mspe. 

Regardless of choice of L, it is clear from (1.4) that the optimal predictor 
always depends on the posterior distribution of Z(�o)l�· Consequently, much of 
the recent literature in geostatistics has discussed the estimation of 

(1.9) 

Having estimated (1.9), any predictor of the form E{g(Z(�o))l�} can in principle 
be estimated from 

E{g(Z(�0))1�} = f g(z)F�0(dzl�) . (1.10) 

By a similar argument to the one yielding (1.8), the predictor (1.10) is seen to be 
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an optimal predictor of g(Z(�0)), assuming squared-error loss. 
Notice that (1.9) is itself an optimal predictor: Suppose that it is desired to 

predict whether or not Z(�o) is greater than some specified threshold z0; i.e., 
predict I(Z(�o) > z0), where the indicator function is defined by 

27 

I( A)= 1 if A is true; = 0 otherwise . (1.11) 
Such a prediction problem might arise in the case where compliance to environ
mental regulations is being monitored. Then, assuming squared-error loss, the 
optimal predictor is 

E{I(Z(�0) > z0)Jy} = Pr(Z(�0) > zoiY) = 1 - F�0(z0Jz;) . 

Suppose one wishes to predict a block average Z(B). All the expressions de
rived above remain true upon substituting Z(B) for Z(�0); interest now centers on 

FB(zJy): Pr(Z(B) � zjy); - oo < z < oo. (1.12) 

Section 2 considers linear prediction of Z(B). The new predictor proposed for 
nonlinear functions of Z(B) is established in Section 3. Section 4 assesses the 
performance of the proposed predictors by simulation. This is followed by a 
discussion and some recommendations. 

2. Linear prediction of Z(B) 
It is difficult in general to obtain estimates of quantities like (1.9) and (1.12), 

since they involve the (n+1)-dimensional distribution of (Z(�0),Z(�1), ... ,Z(�n))1 or 
of (Z(B),Z(�1), ... ,Z(�n))1• Alternative approaches typically restrict in some way 
the class of predictors from which the optimal one will be sought. 

Kriging (ordinary, universal, IRF-k) predicts Z(�o) or Z(B) with a linear 
combination, Yz;, of the data y, that is optimal in the class of homogeneously 
linear unbiased predictors (e.g., Matheron, 1971; Cressie, 1991, Ch. 3). Indicator 
kriging predicts I(Z(�0) � z) with a linear combination of {I(Z(�i) � z): i = 1, ... ,n} 
that is optimal in the class of homogeneously linear unbiased predictors. But, 
instead of the resulting predictor I::f=1\I(Z(�i) � z) being used to infer a value 
for I(Z(�o) � z), the proponents of indicator kriging (e.g., Journel, 1983) have 
proposed it as an estimator of Pr(Z(�o) � zjy). Is this sensible? 

Recall the relationship (1. 7). It is not difficult to show that, under the 
present circumstances, the analogous expression is, 

E{ (I(Z(�o) � z) - p(y; �0))2Jz;} = Pr(Z(�0) � zjy){1 - Pr(Z(�o) � zjy)} 

+ {Pr(Z(�0) � zjy) - p(y; �0)}2 . (2.1) 

Since the first term on the right-hand side of (2.1) does not depend on p, it is 
clear that the mspe is decreased whenever 

(2.2) 
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is decreased, and vice versa. Thus, a good predictor of I(Z(§o):::; z) yields a good 
estimator of Pr(Z(§o) :::; zlz;). 

Clearly, the information in {I(Z(§i):::; z): i = 1, ... ,n} is inferior to the 
information in {Z(§J i = 1, ... ,n}. Now enrich the indicator information by 
adding more thresholds to obtain 

{I(Z(§i):::; zj): j = 1, ... ,mi; i = 1, ... ,n} , (2.3) 

where one of z1, ... ,zm. is z; i = 1, ... ,n. This yields an optimal (minimum mspe) 
1 

predictor (unbiased, linear in indicator functions): 

n mi 
"' "'A··I(Z(s·) < z.) L.....t L.....t ]1 -1 - J ' 
i=1 j=l 

(2.4) 

which is always superior to I:f=1\I(Z(§i):::; z) since {I(Z(§i):::; z): i = 1, ... ,n} is 
contained in (2.3). Journel (1983) claims that there is not enough improvement in 
the indicator cokriging predictor {2.4) to make it worthwhile but a comparison in 
Lajaunie (1990) suggests otherwise. From (2.1), the improvement in using (2.4) 
to estimate Pr(Z(§o) :::; zlz;), rather than indicator kriging, can be measured by 
taking the difference of their respective mean-squared prediction errors. 

Once one realizes that any measurable function of Z(§) can be approximated 
by a sequence of step functions (e.g., Loeve, 1977, Sec. 5.3), which are in turn 
linear combinations of indicator functions of the type seen in (2.3), it is clear that 
the predictor (2.4) is optimal (up to discretization) in the class of predictors 

n 
p(z;; §o) = L fi(Z(§i)) ' 

i=1 
(2.5) 

where {fi( · )} are measurable square-integrable functions. But (2.5) is precisely 
the form of the disjunctive kriging predictor proposed by Matheron (1976). 

To make progress mathematically, disjunctive kriging goes on to make 
parametric assumptions about bivariate distributions of the random process. To 
make progress computationally, indicator kriging has purged the approximation 
family of many functions. It is argued here that indicator cokriging given by (2.4) 
provides a compromise between these two extremes. Further, the result (2.1) 
allows one to assess the degree of improvement (for estimation and, obviously, 
prediction) by comparing mean-squared prediction errors for all three. 

When one is interested in predicting functions of the block average, say 
g(Z(B)), the optimal predictor is E{g(Z(B))Iz;}, which means that approximations 
to FB(zlz;) defined by (1.12) are sought. The same type of arguments as above 
apply, so that one can make a choice between indicator kriging, indicator 
cokriging, or disjunctive kriging of I(Z(B):::; z). However, to implement these 
methods in actual studies, knowledge of "co-dependence" between Z(B) and Z(§·) 
is needed. That is, to construct the (co )krigin� equations, one needs to know 1 

Pr(Z(B):::; z, Z(§i):::; zj); 1 :s;j:::; mi, 1:::; i:::; n tas well as Pr(Z(B):::; z)). I have 
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yet to see any satisfactory models or estimation techniques for these quantities. 
(Notice that, in the special case of predictin� Z(B) from a linear combination of z;, 
one has to know the co-dependencies, cov(Z(B), Z(�i)), which are easily calculated 
as J 

B 
cov(Z(y),Z(�i))dy/JBJ.) Only in the case where h(Z( · )) is linear in 

{Z(�): � E D} can one write E(h( {Z(�): � E D}) IZ) = h( {E(Z(�) IZ): � E D}) and 
hence can the "block-to-sample" co-dependencies be expressed in terms of the 
"point-to-sample" co-dependencies. Since most models usually only give the latter 
but not the former, it is rare that indicator and disjunctive kriging will allow 
predictions on quantities defined in terms of block support. 

3. Prediction of nonlinear functionals 
In Sections 1 and 2, several examples of functionals have been considered: 

h(Z( · )) = Z(�o) 

h(Z( · )) = Z(B) 

h(Z( · )) = I(Z(�o) > z0) 

h(Z( · )) = I(Z(B) > z0) . 

An important example in mining is 

h(Z( · )) = Z(B)I(Z(B) > z0) , 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

which corresponds to predicting the quantity of metal above the cutoff grade z0 in 
the mining block B. Using squared-error loss given by (1.5), the optimal predictor 
of (3.5) is E{Z(B)I(Z(B) > z0)iZ}. 

Henceforth, consider the (typically nonlinear) functional 

h(Z( · )) = g(Z(B)) . (3.6) 

My goal in this section is to predict g(Z(B)) using a predictor of the form g(�'Z). 
Assume initially that 

(3.7) 

where the (constant) mean f1 is unknown and cov(8(�),8(y)) = C(�,y) is known for 
all �,lJ ED. Since the ordinary kriging predictor �'Z of Z(B) is a linear unbiased 
predictor that minimizes mean-squared prediction error, one might guess that 
gO'Z) is an appropriate predictor of g(Z(B)). However, to predict nonlinear func
tions of Z(B), �'Z is too smooth; see Section 4. 

Suppose for the moment that Z( · ) is a Gaussian process. Then Z(B) is 
Gaussian with mean f1, and so is �'z;. Therefore, if var(�'Z) = var(Z(B)), then 
Z(B) = �'Z in distribution. As a consequence, g(�'Z) is an unbiased predictor of 
g(Z(B)) for any measurable function g. An optimal choice of � is obtained by 
minimizing the mspe E{Z(B)- �'z;}2, subject to the unbiasedness constraint 
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E(�'Z) = E(Z(B)) (3.8) 
and the variance constraint 

var(�'Z) = C(B,B) = I 
B
I
B 

C(�,y)d�dy/IBI2 = var(Z(B)) . (3.9) 

My suggestion in this article is to use g(�'Z) to predict g(Z(B)) even when 
Z( · ) is non Gaussian. For sufficiently smooth functions g( · ) that possess at least 
two continuous derivatives, the 8-method (e.g., Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland, 
1975, p. 486) yields 

E(g(�'Z)) � g(E(�'Z)) + g"(E(�'Z))var(�'Z)/2 
= g(E(Z(B))) + g"(E(Z(B)))var(Z(B))/2 � E(g(Z(B))) , 

regardless of whether Z( · ) is Gaussian. 
Notice that, although some optimization has been carried out, g(�'Z) is in 

general suboptimal to the predictor E(g(Z(B))IZ), assuming squared error loss. 
However, the advantage of g(�'Z) is that it depends only on C( · , · ) and the range 
of values it can take matches exactly that of g(Z(B)). Matheron (1985) and 
Lantuejoul (1988) caution us against basing change-of-support calculations only on 
C( · , · ). However, in their demonstrations, they are concerned with inferring the 
distribution of Z(B), whereas my concern is with the conditional distribution of 
Z(B) given z. This conditioning on the data will undoubtedly mitigate the 
circumstances described by Matheron and Lantuejoul. 

From (3.8) and (3.9), the appropriate objective function to minimize is 

E{�'Z- Z(B)}2 + 2m1 (�'!- 1) + m2(�'� �- C(B,B)) , (3.10) 

where � = var(Z) and m1 ,m2 are Lagrange multipliers. The expression (3.10) is 
quadratic in elements of �; upon differentiating it with respect to �' m1, and m2 and setting the results equal to zero, one obtains 

�� = {(1/m2)£'�-1}- {(m1/m2)!'�-1} (3.11) 

m1 = { - m2/(l'�-1!)} + {(£'�-1!)/(l'�-1!)} (3.12) 

m2 = {(£'�-1£)(!'�-1!) _ (£'�-1!)2}1/2/{(!'�-1l)C(B,B) _1}1/2 , (3.13) 

where £ =  (C(B,§1), ... ,C(B,�n))' and C(B,�) = I 
B 

C(y,�)dy/IBI. Now the numer

ator of (3.13) is well defined by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the denomina
tor is well defined if 

var(Z(B)) > (l'�-1!)-1 = var(fL.ges) , (3.14) 

where fLges = (l'�-1Z)/(l'�-1!) is the generalized least squares estimator of 1-L· 
Intuitively speaking, the condition (3.14) says that it is not possible to predict 
with the same variation as Z(B) if var(Z(B)) becomes too small. (This is more 
likely to happen as the block B increases in volume.) 
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Now suppose that 

(3.15) 

where f! is a q x 1 vector. Hence, E(�) = Xf!, where X= (�(�1), ... ,�(�n))'. The 
objective function analogous to (3.10) is easily seen to be 

E{�'� - Z(B)}2 + 2(�'X - �(B)')I!l1 + m2(�'I;� - C(B,B)) , (3.16) 

where �(B)= J 
B

�(v)dv/IBI. The expression (3.16) is to be minimized with 

respect to � ( n x 1 vector), 1!11 ( q X 1 vector), and m2 (scalar). Upon 
differentiating and setting the results equal to zero, one obtains 

�1 = {(1/m2)!e'I;-1} - {(J:!1lfm2)X'I;-1} (3.17) 

J:!l]_ = { - m2�(B)1(X'I;-1X)-1} + {(!e'I;-1X)(X'I;-1x)-1} (3.18) 

m2 = {£'I;-1!e - !e'I;-1X(X'I;-1x)-1 X'I;-1!e} 1/2 I 
{ C(B,B) - �(B)'(X'I;-1 X)-1�(B)} 1/2 . (3.19) 

As before, the numerator of (3.19) is well defined since, if ]?= I;-1/2£ and 
Vj = I;-1/2x, it is expressible as ]?'(I - W(W'W)-1W')]? and the projection 
matrix I - W(W'W)-1W' has only nonnegative eigenvalues (equal to 1 or 0). The 
denominator of (3.19) is well defined if 

var(Z(B)) > �(B)'(X'I;-1x)-1�(B) = var(�(B)'�ges) ,  (3.20) 

where �gEs = (X'I;-1X)X'I;-1� is the generalized least squares estimator of f!· 
Clearly, (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19) reduce to (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) in the special 
case where �(�) = 1 and j3 = fl· 

Define the constrained kriging predictor of Z(B) to be 
p@(�; B)= il:'� , (3.21) 

where � is given by (3.11) or (3.17) ; the constraints are E(p@(� ; B))= E(Z(B)) 
and var(p@(�; B))= var(Z(B)). Consider now some properties of g(p@(� ; B)) as 
a predictor of g(Z(B)). 

By construction, p@(�; B) is unbiased for Z(B) and its optimal mspe is 

E{Z(B) - p@(�; B)}2 = 2C(B,B) - 2fl:'!e . (3.22) 

Further, for smooth g( · ), the 5-method yields an approximate unbiasedness 
result, E{g(p@(�; B))}::::: E{g(Z(B))}, and approximate mspe 

E{g(Z(B)) - g(p@(� ; B))}2::::: {g'(E(Z(B)))}2{2C(B,B) - 2�'£} . (3.23) 
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Since the rhs of (3.23) has been optimized, so too has the lhs (approximately). 
Although discussion so far has concentrated on prediction of g(Z(B)) for one 

B, the more important problem is predicting functionals of many blocks. In 
mining, these blocks represent the units that can be mined selectively and sent to 
the mill. Clearly, a mine will be more profitable if the high grades are concen
trated in easily extractable units. If instead those same high grades are scattered 
throughout the deposit in pockets that are expensive to access, the mine may be 
unprofitable, even though the average grade of the deposit is unchanged. 

Think of the region D as being made up of N disjoint selectable mining units: 

D = U{Bi: i = 1, ... ,N} , (3.24) 

where B1, ... ,BN are disjoint. For resource-evaluation purposes, several quantities 
are of interest. Consider the (weighted) proportion of regions whose grade is 
above the cutoff z0: 

N 
h(Z( · )) = 2.: !Bi!I(Z(Bi) > z0)/IDI . (3.25) 

i=1 
Also consider the total quantity of metal above the cutoff z0: 

N 
h(Z( . )) = .2:: IBi IZ(Bi)I(Z(Bi) > zo) . (3.26) 

1=1 
The optimal predictor (for squared-error loss) is, in the case of (3.25), 

N 
2.: IBiiE{I(Z(Bi) > z0)!�}/IDI (3.27) 
i=1 

and is, in the case of (3.26), 

N 
2.: !Bi!E{Z(Bi)I(Z(Bi) > z0)!�} . (3.28) 
i=1 

Each of the summands in (3.27) and (3.28) can be expressed as E{g(Z(B))I�}, 
which can be replaced by g(p@(�; B)), where p@ is given by (3.21 ). Thus, to 
predict (3.25), I propose 

N 
2.: IBiii(p

@(�; Bi) > zo)/IDI ' (3.29) 
i=1 

and to predict (3.26), I propose 
N 
2.: IBdp@(�; Bi)I(p

@(�; Bi) > zo) . 
i=1 

(3.30) 

A third quantity of interest in resource evaluation is the average grade in 
those blocks above the cutoff z0: 
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(3.31) 

Because (3.31) is a ratio, it is, unlike (3.25) and (3.26), nonlinear in 
{g(Z(Bi)): i = 1, ... ,N}. Some have incautiously suggested predicting (3.31) with 

N N 
I: IBiiE{Z(Bi)I(Z(Bi) > zo)IZ} I I: IBiiE{I(Z(Bi) > zo)IZ} ' 
i=1 i=1 

but the nonlinearity will cause it to be biased. To use the approach taken in this 
section, one would have to develop multivariate linear predictors AZ for 
ZC!?) = (Z(B1), ... ,Z(BN))' such that E(AZ) = E(Z(:!?)) and var(AZ) = var(Z(:!?)). 

4. Examples and discussion 
It was established in Section 3 that the predictor g(p@(z;; B)) of g(Z(B)) will 

be unbiased if either 
(i) Z( · ) is Gaussian, or (ii) Z( · ) is non Gaussian and g( · ) is smooth. 

In this section, I shall investigate the practical worth of (i) and (ii) as well as the 
case where Z( · ) is not Gaussian and g( · ) is not smooth. 

A simple simulation experiment in IR2 was conducted. Data Z(�1), ... ,Z(�6) 
were generated at the locations �1 = (0,0), �2 = (8,0), �3 = (16,0), �4 = (16,16), 
�5 = (0,16), and �6 = (0,8), and were used to predict functions of 

nj nj 
Z(Bj) =nj-2L 2.: Z(9-£,9-m); j = 1,2,3 , (4.1) 

£=1 m=1 

where n1 = 2, n2 = 3, n3 = 5. The functions chosen were gk; k = 1,2,3,4: 

g1(z) = z; g2(z) = z2; g3(z) = I(z > z0); g4(z) = zl(z > z0) ,  (4.2) 

where z0 is defined to be the 90-th percentile of a N(E(Z(B)),var(Z(B))) 
distribution. The predictors of gk(Z(Bj)) can then be compared to the simulated 
(true) value generated at the same time as the data Z(�1), ... ,Z(�6). 

Three random fields, . 

(4.3) 

were used to generate the data and (4.1); each one derives in one way or another 
from a Gaussian random field with mean zero and "spherical" covariance function 

where the degree of spatial dependence is given by 

a1 = 15 (weak dependence), a2 = 30 (moderate), a3 = 150 (strong) . (4.4) 

The first random field z1 ( · ) is Gaussian with mean zero and covariance function 
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c1 (§,1J) given by the spherical covariances above. The second random field is 
z2( ·) = k2exp{Z1 (·)}, the so-called log Gaussian random field. The constant k2 
is chosen so that var(Z2(§)) = 1. Its mean and covariance function C2(§,1J) is 
easily calculated from c1 using formulas such as those given by Cressie (1991, 
p. 135). Marginal distributions are lognormal and hence highly skewed. 

The third random field is a mixed Gaussian: 

Z3( ·):::: k3{I( · )U( ·) + (1- I(· ))V( ·)} , 

where I(·) is a 0-1 random field such that any I(§),I(y); § f; 1], are independent 
Bernoulli(3/4) random variables; U( ·) is a Gaussian random field with mean 
( -3/8) and covariance function C1; V( ·) is a Gaussian random field with mean 
(9/8) and covariance function (1/3)2C1; I(·), U( ·), and V( ·) are mutually 
independent random fields; and finally the constant k3 is chosen so that 
var(Z3(§)) = 1. The mean of z3( ·) is zero and straightforward calculations yield 
the covariance function C3(§,1J). Marginal distributions are bimodal and skewed. 

The simulation experiment has a factorial structure: Strength-of-spatial
dependence factor (3 levels; see (4.4)), Random-field factor (3 levels; see (4.3)), 
Size-of-block factor (3 levels; see (4.1)), and Function-of-block factor (4 levels; see 
(4.2)). �or �ch of the 3 � levels of the first t�o factors, 5,000 realizations of 
{Zi(x,y). x- 0,1, ... ,16, y- 0,1, ... ,16} were obtamed. From the data 
Z = (Z(§1), ... ,Z(§6))', the constrained kriging predictor p@(Z; B) = CJ:'Z, given by 
(3.21), was computed, as was the ordinary kriging predictor P(Z; B) = �'Z, where 
�1 is given, e.g., by Cressie (1991, p. 122). The simulation study compares the 
performances of g(<J:'Z) and g(�'Z) as predictors of g(Z(B)). Their biases are given 
in Table 1 (see below). 

The results of the simulation study show that, in terms of prediction bias of 
g(Z(B)), g(CJ:'Z) is generally an improvement over g(�'Z), sometimes by an order 
or two of magnitude. When small bias is of paramount importance, such as in 
resource evaluation, the predictor g(<J:'Z) based on constrained kriging is to be 
preferred. However, its use is not without a price; mspe's of g(<J:'Z) were generally 
found to be between 20% and 50% larger than those of g(�'Z). 

In conclusion, nonlinear prediction of aggregations of a random process can be 
achieved simply and accurately via the constrained kriging predictor 
p@(Z; B) = CJ:'Z· The coefficients CJ: depend only on the covariance function C( ·, ·) 
and the support B. 
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Table 1. Entries (in units of 10-3) show bias= E{gk(;�.'�) - gk(Z(Bj))}; E{gk(�'�) - E(gk(Z(Bj))}, estimated from 

5,000 simulations. Underlined entries denote bias significantly different (a= .01) from zero. 

a1 = 15 

Bl B2 B3 

gl 22; 1 3  17; 17  17; 18  

g2 1; -575 -10; -507 27; -327 

g3 2; -79 -5; -75 7; -51 

g4 5; -135 -7; -128 12; -84 

gl 16; 9 7; 4 21; 22 

g2 60; -549 79; -481 75; -301 

g3 9· -39 ,_ 1; -39 9· -24 ,_ 

g4 18; -144 -1; -140 23; -88 

gl 5; 1 2  16; 23 -12; -15 

g2 -86; -423 -99; -329 -55; -203 

g3 -1; -92 -11; -87 -19; -73 

g4 -9· -122 , __ -22; -111 -29; -87 

a2 = 30 

Bl B2 

Gaussian 

18; 14 12; 14 

11; -417 5; -384 

0; -60 0; -49 

1; -106 2; -90 

Log Gaussian 

16; 13 11; 9 

108; -358 127; -336 

4· -26 ,_ 3; -19 

16; -97 15; -80 

Mixed Gaussian 

7; 13 8 ;  14 

-79· -332 _, __ -76; -262 

-1· -69 ,_ -12; -56 

-6; -94 -24· -81 _ ,_ 

�= 150 

B3 Bl B2 

12; 15 8; 5 5; 6 

23; -277 4; -95 6; -85 

7· -36 ,_ 2; -13 2; -5 

14; -65 2; -25 3· -13 ,_ 

19; 21 7; 5 6; 6 

64; -230 94; -47 53; -75 

ll.; -10 -1; -4 1; 0 

33; -47 2· -19 ,_ 6; -9 

-10; -13 4; 7 8; 10 

-40; -163 -39· -105 _, __ 
-30; -52 

-17; -48 10; -11 -1; -4 

-27; -65 10; -18 -7· -11 , _ 

B3 

5; 6 

10; -61 

-3; -13 

-1; -20 

10; 11 

51; -38 

3; -2 

13; -6 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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